Oman Avenues Mall
Mall Launch Campaign - Weekday Raffle Draws
Campaign Dates: Sunday 1st May 2016 – Tuesday 31st May 2016
Any customer who spends OMR 15.000 or higher in the Oman Avenues Mall on any weekday during
1st May 2016 – 31st May 2016 is eligible to enter the “Weekday” raffle draw for OMR 1000.000 worth
of retailer gift vouchers
Customers who spend at any time May 1st – 31st 2016 will also be eligible to enter the raffle draw to
win one Mercedes SLK AMG, which will be drawn Wednesday June 1st 2016.
Campaign terms and conditions:
1. Only one entry per customer for each spend of OMR 15.000
2. Customers cannot combine bills from multiple days/dates
3. Each weekday there will be one raffle draw for customers who spent OMR 15.000 or mall in
the mall on a weekday
4. When a customer presents their bill for entry into the draw, the customer service staff will
stamp the bill so that it cannot be used for any further entries
5. Customers who purchase on a weekday are entitled to enter into the weekday draws and an
additional entry to the car raffle
6. Customer who purchase on a weekend are entitled to enter only into the car raffle, a
customer who has purchased goods or value during a weekend cannot claim raffle tickets
allocated for a weekday.
7. The vehicle car raffle draw will be conducted on Wednesday June 1st 2016.
8. Customers can enter multiple times depending on their spend amount. An example, if a
customer spends OMR 60.000 in one shop, then they are allowed to enter 4 times.
9. Customers may choose to use more than one receipt to accumulate OMR 15.000 and
become eligible to enter the draw
10. Only receipts from Oman Avenues Mall will secure entry into the daily draw
11. Only residents of The Sultanate of Oman may enter the draw
12. Customers must complete an entry form to be eligible for the draw, this includes providing
their name, mobile phone number and email address
13. Wining customers must retain their original receipt and show this when collecting their prize
14. All staff and relatives of Oman Avenues Mall tenants including Lulu Hypermarket are strictly
excluded from entering the draw
15. The Oman Avenues Mall can choose to adjust or alter the campaign at any time and their
decision is final
16. Receipts from Lulu Hypermarket, Jewelry shops, banks and services outlets including money
exchange outlets are strictly excluded from entering the draw
17. The gift vouchers cannot be redeemed for cash or points of any kind
18. Grand prize of the vehicle is absolute and final and the winners cannot exchange the same
for cash or other receivable.

19. The vehicle is delivered in as it is condition and no other benefits are promised our assured
from the automotive company or the mall.

20. Winners are required to show their original ID card for verification purpose upon collecting
their prize. If a representative wishes to collect the prize on behalf of the winner, a signed

letter of authorization from the winner and photocopy of the winners ID card must be
provided.
21. Winners are required to collect their prize within 90 days of the raffle draw date failing to
which the mall management reserves the right to forfeit the winning prize.
22. The Oman Avenues Mall reserves the right to publish the names of all winners in public
advertising
23. Participants are bound by the terms and conditions contained in this document.

